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Background / Purpose
A strong social media presence and strategy means that candidates can use their personal social media
channels to attract new members and current members to vote for them by sharing their value
propositions. Additionally, these channels may be used to promote the BC Green Party’s message, vision
and values.

BC Green Social Media Policy
“Everyday, thousands of British Columbians engage in conversations with each other on
various forms of social media. As a party, we recognize the importance of participating in
these online conversations and have committed to ensuring that we participate in social
media the right way.”

Candidates found in violation of the guidelines may be subject to removal from the
internal party elections by the Provincial Council Nominations Committee.

Key guidelines for candidates using social media are as follows:

● Voice and Tone
○ Have fun and use it as a form of self-expression, but remember that what

you say reflects on the party; Posts should always reflect a level of
professionality

○ There should never be any taunting or mocking; sarcasm should generally
not be used because it is hard to discern sarcasm in text

○ Use sound judgement and common sense when crafting each post; What
you post reflects on the party, its leaders, MLAs, staff and candidates

○ Avoid anything that could negatively impact other members of the party
○ Ensure all posts are in line with our six core principles

● Party Branding
○ Candidates should not use official party branding as they are not official
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spokespeople.  Examples:
■ Do not: use party logos, official brand colours, or images of just the

MLAs in your account artwork (such as your profile image, cover
image, etc.). It is fine if the logo or other official branding elements
show up automatically with a website when you share its link.

■ Do: use the colour green, pictures of yourself at party events, etc.
It’s fine to use a photo of yourself that has an MLA or official party
branding in it.

● Content
○ Please ensure that content/posts are consistent with the work of the

party; Don’t divert from the party’s messaging. If you are unsure about
the party’s stance on an issue, please email comms@bcgreens.ca

■ Remember that the content you put out online could impact others
in the party. As the party’s primary spokesperson, Leader Sonia
Furstenau could be asked by the media to explain or comment on
content you put out.

○ You can speak critically of an opponent’s ideas or plans, but do not speak
negatively of them as a person. Examples:

■ Do: “We need more than a top-up for people with disabilities, as
Opponent is saying”

■ Don’t: “Opponent clearly doesn’t have the brains to understand this
issue.”

○ Do not deliberately misrepresent someone else or their position on an
issue.

○ Think about the source of the link that you’re posting from. Is it from a
reputable news organization? Any person/organization/thought that you
retweet, repost or share could be interpreted a certain way, and could
potentially be controversial

○ Even if a post has been “deleted” or removed, often people will take screen
shots of controversial posts, so it’s never really gone; There are also
services online that log social media posts for historical purposes

○ Be cognizant of pages, posts, or comments you “Like” on Facebook, Twitter
and Instagram, as those could also reflect on you. The media may interpret
anything you post or ‘like’ as support

○ The popular phrase “Retweets do not mean endorsements,” does not apply
to politicians. If you want to draw attention to something you disagree
with, retweet it with a comment that makes it clear you don’t agree with
it

○ Monitor comments across all social media platforms; Feel free to respond
to comments (positive and negative), but do so in a respectful manner

○ Do not resort to blocking people on Twitter or hiding comments on
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Facebook, as you will be seen as someone who does not respect freedom
of speech and it may be perceived that you are hiding or removing an
opinion you don’t agree with. That being said, do not permit abusive
behaviour (swearing or name-calling) directed at yourself or other users

○ Finally, remember that the Internet is permanent. Your posts essentially
become part of a permanent record, and will be visible to the world for a
very, very long time and could still impact you years from now (such as if
you apply for a job)

● Dealing With Trolls
○ If you are getting messages from Internet trolls (people who deliberately try

to disrupt, attack, offend or generally cause trouble within the community by
posting certain comments) do not engage them

○ There is a fine line between a troll and concerned British Columbians who
warrant a response; Use your judgement in these situations: Trolls
exaggerate, target you personally rather than the topic, and often make
obvious spelling errors

○ Look at the content of their message and see if it is actually relevant or
true or could genuinely be perceived to be true by the user

○ If you must respond to trolls, respond with facts and be ready to
disengage from the conversation if the conversation does not become
constructive

○ While trolls are mostly harmless, if a situation is escalating to threats, hate
speech, or swearing, then you can use social media to block or ban them
from commenting on your posts. It is important to protect yourself from
abusive behaviour and to support your own mental health

○ Don’t delete trolls’ posts because it may only escalate their bad behaviour
● Social Media Rules and Regulations:

○ Act responsibly and ethically - You are personally responsible for the
content you publish on your social media accounts. Be courteous and
polite when creating and commenting on others’ posts — even if you
disagree

○ Be thoughtful about how you present yourself in online social networks,
and remember, you are representing the party - You should ensure that
content on your accounts are consistent with your work with the party. It
is important that your posts convey the same positive, optimistic spirit
that the party instills in its communications

○ Speak in the first person and use your own voice
○ Respect your audience - Don’t use slurs, personal insults, obscenity or

engage in conduct that would not be acceptable in a work environment.
Remember, if you wouldn’t want your grandmother to see it, you shouldn’t
post it
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○ Don’t use sensitive, private or confidential information about yourself,
your family, or supporters of the party

○ Respect copyright - Before posting someone else’s work, specifically
photos, please check with the owner first; You cannot just save a photo
and repost it as your own, you must properly credit the photographer

○ When in doubt — do not post - If you are about to publish something that
makes you even the slightest bit uncomfortable, review it or ask for a
second opinion

○ Be the first to respond to your own mistake - If you have posted
something that’s not true, you can choose to modify an earlier post (for
example, on Facebook or Instagram), but make it clear that you have done so

○ For example, at the end of a post on Facebook or Instagram you can
include a sentence such as *This post has been edited for accuracy.* On
Twitter, if you must delete a Tweet, the best thing is to follow it with
another tweet saying why it was deleted. For example, “A previous tweet
has been deleted due to....” Should a conversation turn into a prominent
issue, please contact the party’s director of communications at
stefan.jonsson@greenparty.bc.ca and await further instruction. The above
instructions apply to apologies as well

Basic DOs and DON’TS

DO:

● Post about what you are doing
● Post about events and other interesting things going on
● Post things the BC Green Party and our MLAs are doing
● Relay the BC Green Party message, vision, values, and policies

DON’T:

● Post controversial or off-message content (ex. anti-abortion/pro life, war, anti-vaccination)
● Write posts that come off as too negative, or have a seemingly pushy/rude tone
● Share not credible news sources; Be careful of click-bait and fake news articles/content: Here are

some tips for spotting this
● Speak personally about your opponents

Branded Hashtags
● Use hashtags on Twitter and Instagram to significantly increase the effectiveness of a post and

the number of people it reaches. For example, depending on the topic, use hashtags like:
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○ #bcpoli
○ #cdnpoli
○ #canpoli
○ #bcgreens
○ #greenbc
○ #oldgrowth
○ #bcgreenleadership
○ #wildsalmon
○ #cleanenergy
○ #affordablehousing
○ #climatecrisis

Bad Posting
● Shared a post with no original text:

○ No caption or other info (photos, etc.)
○ The link just goes to the post that they’re already sharing

● Bad response to a comment:
○ Being rude/sarcastic
○ Unprofessional ton

Helpful Links
Here are a few more links if you’re interested in learning more about social media use:
● Social Media Engagement: Why It's Important and How To Do It Well - The Buffer Blog
● How to Use Social Media for Small Business: 11 Simple Tips
● How to Use Instagram: A Beginners Guide
● 13 Smart Tips To Supercharge Your Social Media Marketing Strategy
● 10 Facebook Live Tips to Follow Before, During & After Your Broadcast
● Event Marketing on Social Media: How to Make Your Event Stand Out
● 20 Creative Ways to Use Social Media for Storytelling
● How to Take Amazing Social Media Photos and Videos With Your Phone
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